Invite an image to teach following the guidelines of Angelo (2004) and Elkins
(2004).
“Seeing is metamorphosis.” (Elkins 1997 p12)
Guidelines
James Elkins in his book, Pictures and Tears, has a list of suggestions for
approaching an image, making space within yourself for it, and allowing it to
penetrate you. In this exercise, the most important tasks are to allow yourself time,
fully engage, and clear one’s mental chatter for listening to the image with attention.
(Elkins 2004 p210-12) “Allow yourself the most intimate and naïve encounter, and
then dissect it into knowledge of historical value.” (Elkins 2004 p213)
When we invite the image to teach, Marie Angelo suggests that we approach it as a
“living presence,” “a great teacher,” (Angelo 2005 p17) or even as an ambassador
from “far lands [with a] long ancestry, fabulous costumes, and an intricate,
sophisticated culture” and that we participate in “its mythos and cosmos (narrative
time and ordered space).” (Angelo 2005 p13 italics in original) She ties this to the
Jungian idea of “active imagination.” (ibid) She states:
[I]mage is the substance of our most direct, immediate perceptions, and the
characteristic moves of academic thinking; keeping a distance, interrogating,
translating or interpreting, need to be recognized as only one style of rhetoric.
(Angelo 2005 p15)
This is an active engagement using one’s “psycho-spiritual senses,” (Corbin 1972 p6)
and opening to “intuitive revelation,” in order to hear the messages of the mundus
imaginalis. (ibid) Thus entering this place and using “active imagination” we can
discover that “the images have a life of their own and that the symbolic events
develop according to their own logic.” (Cheetham 2012 (quoting Jung) p161)
In working with an image this way we open ourselves to the poetic nature of our
consciousness. (Avens 1980 p186) Images may be approached and entered into much
as a dream image might be “understood poetically.” (ibid) These images are not to be
rationalised or “deciphered” or used as a tool to bolster one’s ego consciousness.
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“[T]hey are complete in themselves and must be allowed to speak for themselves.”
(Avens 1980 p186)
While I struggle with the desire to figure out the meaning and solve the problem or
puzzle of the image, I am also aware that I cannot fully enter into the image unless I
“wish to serve a mystery rather than to solve and interpret it.” (Angelo 2005 p32)
When this happens, Angelo advises us to “…stick to the image,” (Angelo (quoting
Hillman) 2005 p21) and Voss urges us to allow a “magical response,” to let space
between the observer and the observed be filled with the animating power of the holy
and the numinous pointing to a hidden reality permeating the whole cosmos. (Voss
2006 p2) The image can work as both doorway and key to awaken my mind to the
subtleties of understanding the “different registers” that lie “between the intuitive
imagination and the rational mind.” (Voss 2006 p4) This permission is quite
liberating.
The first step is to make a “ritual description” (Angelo 2005 p18-19), a complete
immersion into the image and a full description of what is found there.
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The Image
On one of the capitals in the Norman crypt of Canterbury Cathedral is the image that
attracted me. It is a liontaur,1 a centaur with a lion instead of a horse for his lower
body. The cathedral docents told me on two separate occasions that this and other
fantastic beasts are “pagan elements” that crept into the Christian iconography of this
place.

I like fantastical beasts and mythological creatures.

I confess I found

appealing the idea that my chosen beast might be a pagan survival insinuated into the
heart of a cathedral.
This part of the crypt of the Canterbury Cathedral dates from 1096 - 1107 (Foyle 2013
p38) and is only partly underground, so there is a soft and diffuse light from the
windows. (Foyle 2013 p44) I have the luxury of looking at this place and the many
carved beasts within it with modern electrical lights but when the carvings were
placed there, they would have been vividly painted (Kahn 1991 p30) and seen in the
dim ambient light of the windows or by candlelight. In the dimness and in the
1

Although this is not a real word, it is what I am going to use to describe the beast as it is less
cumbersome than the alternative.
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flickering of candles the fantastic creatures carved on the capitals would have seemed
to move and have life. (Foyle 2013 p44)
The light grey limestone carving is a low relief with fine detail in the well-modelled
figure on a plain background. The sculptor has made good use of the trapezoidal
shape of the capital, filling it with the beast he has chosen. There are a few chips and
scratches, but the figure of the winged liontaur is in good shape and is clearly
readable. The lion’s mane has become a kind of skirt on the man’s torso. His ribs
clearly show in both torsos.

His legs are so positioned that he looks as if he were

galloping. His tail is held up at a jaunty angle. When I see my cat coming with her
tail held up like that, I know she is happy to see me and is not afraid.
The head of the liontaur is huge – too big for the body. It looks like his arms come
out of the side of his head as if it is a mask. His wide mouth looks like he is smiling
or laughing and something is coming from either side, like the strapping at the
beginnings of the Green Man spewing leaves, but it ends abruptly. This appears to
have been deliberately done by the sculptor and not something broken off later. He
has curled ram’s horns upon his head with the hair between neatly combed and bound.
His large eyes are riveting; making me doubt this is a mask.

In his right hand he

carries a fish across his palm, and in his other hand he carries a bowl of what looks
like small loaves of bread. He has wings coming from his hip joints. In between his
front legs another face juts forward at an awkward angle. This face is clearly a
bearded human, but he is disturbing to look at. His forehead is deeply lined; his
eyebrows are joined together as if he were scowling or angry. Both heads seem to not
quite belong to the rest of the figure; the upper head is too large and the lower head
seems to float in front as if it were a ball between the beast’s forepaws. At first, I
don’t read the lower head as part of the larger figure.
Conversations With the Image
2 November 2014
Fortunately, I have some experience entering into the Mundus Imaginalis, “a world
that is ontologically as real as the world of the senses and that of the intellect.”
(Corbin 1972 p6) Even so, it does take time and mindful effort to make a connection.
Because I too, am a child of this age in which empirical evidence trumps intuitive
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perceptions, I look at him literally, asking things like: So, how does it work having
two rib-cages? And two stomachs? How and what do you eat? You have wings on
your knees and elbows so how do you even walk? Or fly? What is that other head
doing in your groin? Where are your genitals?!
As I draw him in the dim light of the crypt, my mind accepts that these things will
never be answered and that they simply don’t matter. Once I accept that he is like a
dream-like figure I am able to enter into a conversation with him. Some questions he
does not answer right away.
My first impression is that this being is Christ. Hanging on to my idea of some kind
of pagan story for him, I quickly think that it cannot be so, and I say, “Hello monster,”
I get an indignant, “I am not a monster.”
What is coming from your mouth? “Air/breath.” An invitation to breathe with him.
As we exchange breath together I feel my pelvic girdle expanding and opening to
earth energy, but may be just general tuning into the other energy. I don’t know. I
have only ever done this with trees, geological features, and bodies of water, never
with something human made. Interesting that I get that same response. I check in
with myself to separate the strands of energy from the stone, the beast, or the
cathedral itself and home in on the energy from the beast.
As I breathe with him, I can sense his movements as he runs though fields. He is not
a forest or woodland monster, but a being of the cultivated fields and civilisation. I
ask what his relationship to humanity is like. Complex – both real and unreal, both
terrifying and comforting. This makes my heart flutter a bit with fear and I invite fear
to be here with us as well; I hold both within my heart as we communicate.
Are you apotropaic? “Yes. Bearing the symbols of the new god, I keep evil at bay.”
Where does your consciousness/awareness lie?

Upper face – power, agency,

galloping, primitive and wild, requires sacrifice. He is the showman.
Lower face – dramatic sad/angry face with no agency - but conscious.
I notice that he has two right hands, perhaps implying movement in time as he turns
around.
What do you have to tell me? “I am the bearer of life and death. It has been a long
time since someone saw my holy nature.”
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In my experience in ‘talking’ with imaginal beings their replies tend to be a mixture
of images, words, physical sensations, and emotions. I feel that this way of engaging
with an image, or indeed anything, is childlike. The ability to be intensely absorbed
in a moment and open to the options before you is a childlike ability and I am
reminded of the quote attributed to Jesus, “Except ye … become as little children, ye
shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.” Matthew 18:3
22 November 2014
I enter the crypt and light a candle to the beast. After I offer him the gift of warmth
and light, I stand by him. I get a vague and indistinct sense of movement to my
asking his name. He feels like a traveller or mover.
What colour is your soul? I sense the colours of a Chinese dragon - reds, golds,
oranges – bright and intense.
Are you my guide? “Maybe. Not exactly.”
How do you want to work with me? “In the fierceness of your core. Let me dwell in
your belly – between your navel and your diaphragm, in your guts, in your organs.
That is where I wish to dwell.”
I spend some time thinking about this. I ask, “Will this benefit both of us?” He says,
“You more than me.” So I invite him in. I sit with him in my belly for a long time in
the crypt. I sense willpower and learning from him and my body feels expansive.
After a time, I resume questioning.
What is the relationship between the lower face and you? “He is clearing the path.
He is fear in the belly, I am mastering the fear.”
Tell me about the fish and the loaves. “Even I am blessed and have gifts for those
who can truly see/understand me. I am not your spirit guide. I am a doorway.”
To what? “To secrets yet unknown/you must enter me.”
28 November 2014
I light a candle for ‘my beastie’ and send the warmth to him. I stand in the crypt and
adopt the pose of the beast again with his two right hands. I amuse myself with a
Latin pun, saying that I now know he is not at all sinister.
Today, I speak directly to the lower face. I find this face frightening. It is not
friendly or approachable. It seems more frightening than the beast’s face.
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I ask who he is. He says, “I am the hidden monster who wears a human face.”
What is it like to be here? – “I’m going to eat you!”
How are you related to the beast above you? “He doesn’t know I’m here. He brings
gifts, which I tear and devour. We are two extremes.”
What do you have to tell me? “I am within you.”
Why am I afraid of you? “Because I can see you.” This makes me uncomfortable.
Lower face’s tone is hostile and angry and yet I sense bewilderment too.
Who are you? “I have forgotten, I am afraid, I am angry! Don’t look at me! I am
damned!” He sounds as if he is gibbering and there is a frantic quality to his voice.
What is your relationship to the monster? “There is no monster!” (With a sense of
grief and loss)
When I sense the beast within me, I don’t sense the lower face.
I turn my attention to the upper face and hear, “I’m not bad, I’m just drawn that way.”
(Who Framed Roger Rabbit, 1998)
Tell me about the lower head “He is sin/error. He is part of me. He is my
task/responsibility. We work together.” (I get a feeling of power and I wonder if the
lower head is a source for beast?)
What is your name? “I am the soul who does not realize its divine nature.”
But you do, you said so last time I was here. “I am trapped in stone here”
What if you were alive and free to walk among us? “I live among you in spirit.”
Who are you? “Psychopomp/soul carrier.”
Why are you here? “To illustrate the dual nature of humanity/ to illustrate the hideous
comic grotesqueness of the human condition.”
He then takes me on a journey through the three realms that he knows – heaven, earth,
and hell. He belongs to the earth – the in between realm. Earth is the place where
heaven and hell can meet. He says, “I illustrate a profound truth that is just beyond
reach. I am a gateway/portal.”
What is it like to live here? “To be misunderstood. You don’t get it.”
What can you tell me? “I have seen centuries. You are fleeting. I am long-lived. I
am the guardian to the mysteries.”
I touch the stone pillar with my palms and feel a primordial chthonic power. I
separate the power of the creature from the stone and hear, “I am related to the
hierarchy of angels. I am a conduit between heaven and hell.”
What kind of being are you? “I am a story-teller.”
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What is your role?

“To breathe with people and feed them.

I am an

example/symbol.”
What are you a symbol of? Fear, and yearning. Joy and terror. “I clear the path. “I
am the masculine bearing the gifts of the feminine.”
Are you one of my people (a Pagan)? He breathes on me, offers a mysterious smile
and turns away as if I need to follow him somewhere.
Research and Reflection
After this last encounter, I decide that it is past time to do some research. I have
found, in these kinds of encounters, that it is useful to have a context for the beings
with whom you are having a conversation. I have also had a memory that there is an
iconography of winged beings associated with the evangelists.
My memory serves me well. “From earliest Christian times the (winged) man, the
eagle, the lion, and the ox…were accepted symbols of the four evangelists” and were
called “The Four Living Creatures.” (Child & Colles 1971 p173) The winged lion
symbolises St. Mark. (Child & Colles 1971 p179) “St Jerome interpreted the living
creatures as the symbolic personifications of the four Gospel-makers.” (Child &
Colles 1971 p178-79) This is a significant clue for me, as my postcard divination at
the beginning of classes was an El Greco painting of “St. Jerome as a Scholar.”
Here are two particularly nice examples of the symbols of the four evangelists:
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The Son of God - The Word of God, 1885-96 (oil on canvas)
Artist: Vasnetsov, Victor Mikhailovich (1848 - 1926) Location: Tretyakov Gallery,
Moscow, Russia
BAL134990 From http://www.bridgemaneducation.com Accessed 3 January 2015
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Four Evangelists from Book of Kells
From: http://www.codex99.com/typography/37.html
Accessed 10 January 2015

I stare at my liontaur again while reading the gospel of St. Mark. After each chapter, I
look up to see how those verses resonate with both of us. As I am reading the
chapters, I get an ambivalent heartache. He has more joy in him when we talk about
healing and celebration rather than demons. Midway through chapter three he shakes
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the fish and loaves at me. “This is my teaching!” he shouts. I go straight to chapter
eight.
There are other things in chapter eight but it is only the story of the loaves and fishes
(verses 1-9) that my liontaur wants. I read it aloud to him. I notice that his container
of bread has seven loaves in it, just as in the gospel story. (Mark 8:6) Seven is also
the number of baskets of leftovers from the miracle feast (Mark 8:8). He is pleased
with this story. It gradually dawns on me that he is not Mark. He is the miracle.
Reflections on the Lesson
Our conversations make more sense now. He has been clear with me and I have not
quite understood the lesson (not unlike any other teacher-student relationship).
Although there is debate as to what exactly a miracle is, it is generally considered to
be an event outside the laws of nature or physics and the result of the “intentional
activity of a [benevolent] supernatural being.” (Basinger 2011 p19) The Heliand, the
great 9th C Saxon epic paraphrase of the gospels (Murphy 1991 p388), calls Jesus,
among other titles, a great magic worker who taught his disciples “secret magic
powers.” (ibid)
The Heliand occupies an interesting place. Written as a “contemplative integration”
(Murphy 1992 pxiii) of the Saxon magical worldview and the new religion from the
Mediterranean, it melds the older Saxon views of magic with the newer, more
acceptable miracles. The evangelists are described as the “word wise warriors” that
accompanied the great chieftain, Jesus. (Murphy 1992 p40) I feel like my liontaur
straddles this line. Like the audience for the Heliand, Anglo-Saxon England had
recently been conquered by the Normans. Anselm, the new archbishop who built the
crypt wherein my liontaur lives, was allowing the cults of many of the Anglo-Saxon
saints, which had been suppressed by Lanfranc, to be revived. (Kahn 1991 p15) So
influences of the old and new were mixing and mingling, creating something new.
The medieval church inherited ideas of aesthetics and the nature of beauty from
Platonic and Neoplatonic philosophers. Beauty was equated “with spiritual qualities
such as goodness, truth, and the Divine, rather than with terrestrial or material
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qualities ” and was seen as a useful means of “conveying doctrine.” (Hassig 1991
p145) All of nature, and animals too, were seen to have symbolic significance as
teachers of humankind. (Mâle 1958 p63) For instance, in the Ashmole Bestiary, the
lion is compared to God and is seen as a symbol of courage. (Hassig 1991 p159)
But what of monsters? What makes a being, no matter what its shape, human?
Hybrid monsters, like my liontaur, are examples of “the idea (and fear) of the blurring
of the lines between animal and human.” (Oswald 2010 p4) A common stream of
thought in the 12thC is the idea that the physical body is an expression of the soul
within it as well as that which shapes the soul, thus a being’s outward physical
appearance was both a reflection of the state of that being’s soul and of its soul’s
ability to impose order on the body. (Dale 2001 p407) Oswald suggests:
Monsters do more than provide a delicious terror for their viewers. They
assure viewers that their humanity is more complete than that possessed by the
monster, but they also notify the viewers that variations are possible, and that
humanity is available on a kind of sliding scale. (Oswald 2010 p3)
Monsters show the variety of ontological possibilities as well as highlighting “the
instability of the categories and organizational principles that drive human societies.”
(Oswald 2010 p6) Humanoid monsters are liminal beings, having the “possibility of
salvation” but existing below the human in the “Chain of Being” and above the
animals. (Oswald (quoting Augustine) 2010 p5)
A dictionary search reveals a definition of monsters as “a divine portent or warning.”
(Oxford English Dictionary 1971 p630) I ask my liontaur what it is that he portends.
“Even in the midst of marvels and miracles, life goes on. I am here to reassure you of
that. Life is good. Life is full. There will be enough.” I can almost smell warm
bread and am aware; again, of the feeling of great pleasure within him.
The Broader Context
Due to Canterbury’s closeness to Europe, travel and trade in both goods and ideas was
easily facilitated.

The sandstone for building came from France, and “English

churchmen” travelled frequently to the continent “especially Rome.” (Kahn 1991 p22)
Much of this Anglo-Norman engagement was also due to the Conquest of 1066, in
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which England “received not just a new royal family but also a new ruling class, new
culture and language.” (Gillingham 1987 p105) By 1086 the English lands had been
transferred to Norman hands and English knights had been replaced by Norman
barons. (ibid) This upheaval also brought a flowering of the arts. The new lords built
castles and churches that would reflect “their power and prestige through the sublime
craftsmanship” of the artists they employed. (Somerville 2004 p) The medieval artists
likely also saw their work as “providing visual pleasure” and delight. (Hassig 1991
p160)
Canterbury retained Roman (Kahn 1991 p22) and Anglo-Saxon (Kahn 1991 p51)
influences that, combined with the Norman, led to a strong “imaginative and
dynamic” regional style. (Kahn 1991 p50) Canterbury hosted what was arguably the
most powerful and important priory in England. (Kahn 1991 p 14) The abbey of St
Augustine nearby housed an extensive library (Kahn 1991 p184 n16) and the library
at Christ Church was “among the richest in England” dating back to St. Augustine and
housing “an extraordinary range of ancient texts and works of art.” (Kahn p23)
Canterbury won “renown for (its) teaching.” (Foyle 2013 p21) as well as for the
variety of arts (Kahn 1991 p17, 23-25, 184 n20,) including gold work, textiles,
illuminated manuscripts, sculpture, ivory carving, a great number of books, artistic
production, “lavish gospel books” (Kahn 1991 p23), and “magnificent psalters.”
(Kahn 1991 p23) It was an “important artistic centre” (Kahn 1991 p25) with styles
and influences going back and forth between France and England. (Kahn p17)

What (Researching) The Image Has Taught Me
Like many modern people, I have an “agnostic reflex.” (Corbin 1972 p5) To the
medieval mind, the “idea that nature acts as a mirror for all mankind is all pervasive,”
(Hartog 1996 p31) and the universe itself was seen as a symbol, revealing the
thoughts of God and the complex connections between all things. (Mâle 1958 p27-31)
The cosmology of our modern age does not leave much room for this way of
understanding.
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While in the middle ages, art served a didactic purpose with specific meanings,
symbolism, and iconography, as time went on “the meaning of these profound works
gradually became obscure.” (Mâle 1958 pvii) The keys to understanding the images
had been lost through changing ideas of the way the world worked. (Mâle 1958 pvii).
It seems likely that wider literacy also aided in both the changes in ideas and in the
decline of symbolic languages.

This makes me wonder if each age gets the

monsters/archetypal images it needs, so that every age (or person) comes to
understand the image in a way that justifies certain social or personal practices. To
me, monsters are a reminder of how easy it is for us to disallow the other a voice, be it
a being or an ecosystem.
I have allowed the image to shape my inquiries in a more substantial way than is
usually considered seemly in an academic setting. The experience has confirmed that
my imaginative and my rational faculties can inform one another. These different
modes are not part of a zero sum game. I do not have to give up my scepticism and
rationality in order to commune with the divine, nor does my sceptical, rational self
get to make fun of my imaginal faculties. It has been a rich and rewarding experience
in spite of, or maybe because of, having my pet theory dashed. Writing this paper and
communing with my miracle has given me a fuller understanding of “imaginative
consciousness [and] cognitive Imagination.” (Corbin 1972 p2) As Corbin expresses
in the following passage:
"However far you may journey", it is said, "you will always come back to the
point of departure", just as the needle of the compass always swerves back to
the magnetic point. Does this simply mean that you leave yourself to come
back to yourself? Not quite, because, in the meantime a very important event
will have changed everything. The self one finds yonder, beyond Mount Qâf,
is a higher self, the self experienced as a "Thou." (Corbin 1972 p3)
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